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• What is Capability Leadership?
• How Does Nuclear Power and Propulsion Fit?
• Top Level Team Challenges?
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What is Capability Leadership?
Excerpts from the AA’s Roadshow
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Completing the Puzzle
https://nbat.hq.nasa.gov
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IMPERATIVE:  Establish a more efficient operating model that maintains 
critical capabilities AND meets current and future mission needs
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5Capability leadership is part of the overall 
puzzle
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Capability Leadership
• Provides leadership/integration/optimization of 
agency technical capability
• Provide technical based guidance on future 
needs/gaps investments and solutions for 
Agency missions
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7Nuclear Power and Propulsion 
(NP&P) Team
The Nuclear Power and Propulsion Team has aspects of 
both a Capability Leadership Team (CLT) and a Technical 
Discipline Team (TDT)
• Asked to provide strategic investment and capability 
management guidance to agency decision makers
• Guidance on partnerships and approaches with other 
government orgs and industry
• NP&P gaps and investment priorities
• Make buy type evaluations
• Also to provide technical guidance and assessment 
for more focused technical plans/decisions 
• Nuclear Power and Propulsion Technology 
Development Plan
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Nuclear Power and Propulsion 
Capability Leadership model 
Power Technical Discipline Team
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across NASAs 
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includes discipline 
experts across 
NASAs propulsion 
capabilities –
including those 
related to nuclear 
systems
Our Challenge is to:
– Understand the real constraints and pressures between near term 
demands (tyranny of the urgent) and future needs (investment in future)
– Understand and communicate the real benefits to nuclear power and 
propulsion technologies while being conscience of and addressing the 
real/perceived challenges
– Be creative – develop innovative approaches that build on small, 
stepwise successes, removing risk/uncertainty from the affordability 
story
View from our knothole
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We have been asked to provide technical guidance, including an integrated 
NP&P technology development plan – the HOW (which is a great start!).  
However, we are also challenged to answer the question of WHY (and why now).
